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cofaso eschematic is the first product
based on the true engineering and design
process. each time that the engineers add
a new eschematic component to a project,
it can be reused in other projects.
purchasing the product is not mandatory.
the product can be downloaded free of
charge from the athapack website:
www.athapack.be. cofaso eschematic is
the result of a year of research and
development. it is based on the most
advanced technology available today. the
product is now available for purchase in
europe. you can buy it at the athapack
website: www.athapack.be. overview of
cofaso for siemens s7 the following tasks
can be done with cofaso for siemens s7:
create and use customer symbolscreate
new functionscreate new classescreate and
edit plc programscreate and edit paged
contentshow and edit the paged
contentdisplay, edit, test and process
drawingscreate and edit technical
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drawingscreate, edit and test electrical cad
files at athapack, the electrical engineering
department has made a significant
progress to standardize the panel design
processes. while designing a panel layout,
the engineers are able to use panel design
symbols which are provided in cofaso
symbol libraries. cofaso enables the
engineers to create their own symbol
libraries and also import the dwg data of
the panel layout symbols into cofaso.
cofaso links and information:website:
download free 30 day trial: you will also
find additional training videos and
information on cofaso 7.computer system
requirements: watch on youtube: cofaso 7
plc design and overview video cant be
loaded because javascript is disabled:
cofaso 7 plc design and overview ( if you
have any questions or need further
information please contact me.thank
you,garry
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cofaso eschematic provides the
eschematics library, which contains more
than 1,000,000 components. every part

has various attributes such as its parts list,
markings, contact type, number of pins and

part number. when you are designing a
complete circuit using cofaso eschematic,

the part name and values are
automatically selected by the automatic

part selection feature. the part library can
be searched, and the results of the search
are displayed in a list. you can change the
name and markings of the components by
just pressing the corresponding keys on

the keyboard. moreover, you can add your
own part numbers, attributes and contact

types by the edit menu. cofaso eschematic
provides an option to draw the circuit by

drag & drop. you can also draw the circuit
by connecting the parts by the wire tool.
you can also set the order of the parts by
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inserting the parts in the sequence. in
addition, you can also select the part based

on its attributes (such as the markings,
contact type and so on). all the main

engineering departments and services are
using the cofaso eschematic. they are able
to define their own design process using

cofaso eschematic. the engineers are free
to import their own design files and cofaso
eschematic is able to create a library from
them. later on, the engineers are able to
complete the design as usual with cofaso
eschematic. this allows engineers to focus

on the design process, in contrast to
traditional cad tools, where the engineer

has to do the design and not the
engineering. 5ec8ef588b
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